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All features of Work & Report at a glance:

Numerous fields of application
• Services
• Quality control
• Statistical surveys

Absolute offline functionality
• Independent of mobile data networks
• Download of orders in advance
• Subsequent upload of feed back

On any smart device
• Platform independent
• Flexible
• Future-proof

Automatic synchronisation
• Transfer of all relevant order details
• Workflow-supported processing
• Portals to administration and report view 
• Data distribution to the company‘s systems

Modern software
• Integration of third-party manufacturers 
• Straight authorisation concept
• HTML5, CSS3 and JS

Work & Report on any device:

The CrossLoom module Work & Report is designed to optimise the field 
work of your company. No matter who, when and where: Work & Re-
port offers modern technology that generates effective and efficient re-
ports. CrossLoom is the development engine from UMa Soft GmbH.

The data is processed automatically in the company right away. It can 
be transferred to all relevant company systems via workflow support. 
On a back office portal, decision-makers can check and approve at all 
times.

The solution is so flexible and dynamic that it can be easily  adapted to 
your company‘s requirements. Wishes can be implemented quickly in 
CrossLoom and can be tested right away.

Work & Report stands for:

• Mobility

• Productivity

• Competitive advantage

When it comes to motivated working, another important point is a simp-
le and efficient operation. Again, we are on the technical level of tomor-
row. Work & Report can be used on any device with a standard internet 
browser. You can run it on your tablet PC, laptop or smartphone, no 
matter whether it is iOS, Android or Windows. The interface has a sim-
ple and comfortable design. Functionality and design go hand in hand.

With Work & Report, your field workers can focus on their core compe-
tences! That way, an efficient use of valuable resources is ensured.

A fast, high quality preparation and documentation of field work can be 
done effortlessly along the way.
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United to serve you

UMa Soft sets great value upon function-oriented software that offers 

the customer a maximum degree of influence on individual user gui-

dance while holding on to standards.

Easy to understand tutorials and the respective licences enable the 

customer to expand solutions independently and to adapt them to 

their individual needs

In its role as an implementation partner, 3Txpert realises projects on the ba-

sis of UMa Soft software. With the expertise of having worked with Cross-

Loom, as well as a wide range of process know-how, 3Txpert is predestined 

to ideally implement the customer‘s wishes in a Work & Report project.

3Txpert is the development partner of UMa Soft and strongly involved in the 

further enhancements of Work & Report.
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